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Abstract 

Knowledge sharing by salespeople is essential for companies that conduct customer relationship 

management (CRM). Salespeople’s knowledge is, for example, valuable for improving 

companies’ customer performance or increasing new product development success. The 

knowledge that is shared spontaneously via CRM IT is most beneficial for companies. However, 

salespeople tend to prefer interpersonal knowledge sharing (KS). This is why this research 

investigates the influence of intrinsic motivation (i.e. enjoyment in helping; knowledge self-

efficacy), managers’ policies and activities (i.e. supervisory support; empowering leadership), and 

perceived IT quality on the intention to share knowledge and, subsequently, salespeople’s actual 

knowledge sharing behavior. Moreover, this research compares two methods via which knowledge 

can be shared: interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT.  

Based on the responses of 75 salespeople, this study shows that managers influence salespeople’s 

intentions to share knowledge via CRM IT. Additionally, it is found that the effect of empowering 

leadership in mandatory settings is opposite from its effect in voluntary settings. Furthermore, the 

results suggest that the expected IT quality will influence one’s intentions when it is not yet 

possible to share knowledge via CRM IT. However, the perceived IT quality will influence one’s 

actual knowledge sharing behavior. Last, this study confirms that salespeople prefer interpersonal 

KS. Overall, this thesis indicates that salespeople need to be actively stimulated to share 

knowledge via CRM IT rather than that they do it spontaneously.  

Keywords: Knowledge sharing, motivation, sales management, theory of reasoned action, 

technology acceptance model, technology adoption 
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Management Summary 

Introduction 

Companies that conduct customer relationship management (CRM) highly depend on the input of 

market information from their sales force (Zablah, Bellenger, & Johnston, 2004). CRM is a 

practice with which companies aim to gain competitive advantage by building long-term mutual 

beneficial relationships with customers. To successfully manage these buyer-seller relationships, 

companies need to understand customers’ current and future demands. This knowledge can, for 

example, be used to provide customized offers or to develop new products that proactively respond 

to the changing customer needs (Ernst, Hoyer, Krafft, & Krieger, 2011). Salespeople are a valuable 

source of in-depth information about the customer and the marketplace because of their boundary-

spanning activities (Pass, Evans, & Schlacter, 2004). It is therefore imperative for companies to 

collect salespeople’s knowledge for further use.  

Companies will only be able to leverage a salesperson’s knowledge when it is shared by 

the individual self (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). This study distinguishes between two methods via 

which knowledge can be transferred: interpersonal knowledge sharing (KS) and KS via CRM IT. 

The first refers to direct or mediated (e.g. via e-mail, phone or skype for business) communication 

methods. The second, KS via CRM IT, concerns logging information in databases. Although 

companies benefit from both types of KS, knowledge shared via CRM IT is most beneficial 

(Wasko & Faraj, 2005). However, salespeople tend to prefer interpersonal KS. As a result, a gap 

exists between companies and salespeople when considering the manner via which information is 

shared with the company. As such, this research aims to find what stimulates salespeople to share 

knowledge via CRM IT rather than interpersonally.  

Literature review 

This study uses both the theory of reasoned action (TRA) and the technology acceptance model 

(TAM) in its endeavor to investigate salespeople’s KS behavior. TRA postulates that one’s 

behavior is determined by his or her intentions (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). One of the key 

determinants of intentions to KS is motivation. In specific, this study will focus on intrinsic 

motivation, which is defined as “the doing of an activity for its inherent satisfactions” (Ryan & 

Deci, 2000). Reason for focussing on intrinsic motivation is because prior research suggests that 
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spontaneously shared knowledge is more valuable than knowledge shared because of extrinsic 

motivation (Wasko & Faraj, 2005).  

TAM theorizes that perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness of CRM IT are the 

main determinants of adopting the system (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, User acceptance of 

computer technology: A comparison of two theoretical models, 1989). Studies that build upon 

TAM indicate that managers have a major influence on people’s beliefs regarding companies’ 

CRM IT (e.g. Avlonitis & Panagopoulos, 2005; Schillewaert, et al., 2005). Besides, it is indicated 

that managerial support is most effective (Boulding, Staelin, Ehret, & Johnston, 2005). 

Accordingly, this study will examine how managers’ policies and activities relate to salespeople’s 

use of CRM IT to share knowledge. 

Conceptual model 

A conceptual model is developed based on the reviewed literature, see figure 1. As indicated, this 

study is split up into two sections. The first section concerns the intrinsic motivation – intention – 

actual behaviour sequence. Intrinsic motivation will be investigated by measuring knowledge self-

efficacy (i.e. confidence in being able to contribute valuable knowledge) and enjoyment in helping 

(i.e. deriving joy from helping others). Furthermore, KS is split up into interpersonal KS and KS 

via CRM IT. Last, this study includes a conceptualization of one’s preference regarding which 

type of KS to use. This factor is added with the purpose to observe how sharing knowledge via 

one type affects usage of the other type to share the same knowledge.   

The second section regards to the influence managers have on salespeople’s technology 

adoption behaviour. The two factors that are included in the model are empowering leadership 

(EL) and supervisory support. The first is defined as a supportive leadership style with which 

managers increase people’s perception of meaningfulness, competence, self-determination, and 

impact (Ahearne, Mathieu, & A., 2005). The last, supervisory support is a conceptualization of 

supporting activities concerning the use of CRM IT (Schillewaert, Ahearne, Frambach, & 

Moenaert, 2005). Although literature suggests that managers’ policies and activities directly affect 

technology adoption, this study will investigate moderating effects on almost all relationships in 

section 1. Reason being, intrinsically motivated salespeople rather share their knowledge 

interpersonally. This research investigates whether managers are able to enhance the relationship 

between intrinsic motivation and intentions, and thus increasing the amount of knowledge that is 

shared out of free will via CRM IT. Besides, this research examines whether managers will be able 
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to encourage salespeople to actually share knowledge when they intend to do so, as prior research 

shows that people lack goal attainment.  

Figure 1 Conceptual model 

 

Method 

This research is conducted by sending 106 surveys to the sales forces from three companies 

(company A, B, and C) that operate in different industries. Most statements in the survey are 

derived from prior research. Only the items that belong to “preferred type of KS” have been newly 

formulated. These items ask the salesperson to indicate his or her preferred type of KS and which 

type is generally used first.  

In addition to the factors in the conceptual model, the survey controls for the system 

variables perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness. Reason being, these factors are 

identified to be highly important when examining CRM IT use.  
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Results 

In total 75 surveys have been responded of which 3 turned out to be not valid. Furthermore, 

analysis has indicated that the data obtained from company A and C cannot be investigated 

together when considering EL. For this and other reasons, it is decided to present the results from 

combination of data from company A and B, and from the data from company C individually. The 

results are schematically shown in figure 2.   

The results show that only a few hypotheses are confirmed by this research. However, 

alternative relationships have been found after additional analysis. Furthermore, it is found that the 

control variables (i.e. perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness) should be included in the 

model as well. These two factors are added to the model as one construct named CRM IT quality.  

Figure 2 A schematic overview of this research's main findings 

 

Discussion  

In this summary, the discussion will be limited to the main findings indicated in figure 2. Meaning 

that four topics will be discussed: CRM IT quality, EL, supervisory support, managerial influence 

(i.e. EL and supervisory support combined), and interpersonal KS preferred.   
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First, CRM IT quality is shown to be a predictor of either intentions or actual KS via CRM 

IT. Moreover, it is indicated that the magnitude of the effect of IT quality on one’s intentions is 

stronger than the effect on actual KS via CRM IT. Reason for this finding is that it is not yet 

possible to share knowledge via CRM IT in company C. Accordingly, it is argued that salespeople 

base their intentions on their expectations of the yet to be installed system. However, it is indicated 

that the quality of the system will affect people’s actual usage after implementation. Furthermore, 

it appears that salespeople are more sensitive for expected improvements of a new system than 

upgrades in an existing system.  

Second, it is found that EL might relate positively or negatively to people’s intentions to 

use CRM IT for KS. These contradicting effects are due to the difference between mandatory and 

voluntary usage settings. It is argued that salespeople will understand the importance of using 

CRM IT when its use is obliged, whereas they will not see the added value when it is free to use. 

Consequently, it is concluded that empowered salespeople will be less likely to share knowledge 

via CRM IT in voluntary settings and more willing in mandatory settings.  

Third, both EL and supervisory support appear to be directly rather than indirectly related 

to someone’s intentions to share knowledge via CRM IT. managers do not influence how 

salespeople share knowledge, which they would be doing because of intrinsic motivation. Instead, 

managers effectively affect the intentions of their sales force to perform the preferred behaviours. 

Finally, it is found that one’s preferred type of KS mediates between intentions and actual 

KS via CRM IT. It is interesting that one’s preferences are only related to KS via CRM IT and not 

to interpersonal KS. Two conclusions can be drawn from this finding: (1) salespeople will always 

share knowledge interpersonally no matter how often they use CRM IT; (2) to make salespeople 

use CRM IT for KS, it is recommended to stimulate them to share knowledge via CRM IT first 

before continuing with other business. 

Implications 

The discussed results have implications for both theory and practice. The paragraphs below 

elaborate on these topics.  

 The theoretical contribution of this research regards most importantly to the KS literature. 

Primarily, this study distinguishes from previous research by focussing on salespeople rather than 

on company-wide populations. The results show that unlike other employees, salespeople are not 

intrinsically motivated to share knowledge. Secondarily, this research is one of the few studies that 
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investigates interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT simultaneously. Finally, this research extents 

KS literature with the effort to find cross-over effect between the two different types of KS. this 

has not yet been conducted within the Netherlands and Belgium within the industries of the 

participating companies.  

 From a practical point of view, the findings of this study contribute to both IT consultants 

and managers of sales organizations. The key learning of this research is that salespeople need to 

be actively stimulated to share knowledge via CRM IT. The two factors that enhance salespeople 

willingness to perform the behaviour are IT quality and managerial influence. The means that the 

success of a CRM IT system depends on the team play between consultants and managers. The 

first need to deliver a system that is perceived to be easy-to-use and useful. Furthermore, it is the 

task of the consultants to make sure that the salespeople are well prepared before the system is 

implemented and to provide technical support when drawbacks occur. The last, managers, are 

recommended to oblige their subordinates to use CRM IT. At the same time, it advised to empower 

the salespeople and actively encourage usage of the system.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Researchers and practitioners agree that managing relationships with customers is one of the most 

important business activities through which companies can gain competitive advantage (e.g. 

Coltman, et al., 2011; Reinartz, et al., 2004; Homburg, et al., 2008). The main premise of customer 

relationship management (CRM) is that, via the development of long-term buyer-seller 

relationships, companies can increase customers’ lifetime value and reduce costs (Payne & Frow, 

2005). CRM gained popularity because information technologies (IT) increased companies’ ability 

to analyse big data, to automate repetitive work, and to improve in- and external communication 

(Hunter & Perreault Jr., 2007; Payne & Frow, 2005). Among the many IT solutions, CRM IT 

promises companies to enhance their customer understanding and to facilitate more intimate 

customer relationships (Rigby & Ledingham, 2004). For this reason, many organizations have 

invested in CRM IT. Although scholars like Chen and Popovich (2003) agree that CRM IT is 

essential, they do state that the individual employees keep being the building blocks upon which 

firms build their customer relationships. As a matter of fact, people will always be needed to use 

the system (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, User acceptance of computer technology: A comparison 

of two theoretical models, 1989). Companies are therefore advised to ensure that their employees 

bear with the mission to retain customers (Coltman, Cevinney, & Madgley, 2011; Day, 2003).  

1.1 Customer relationship management 

Zablah et al. (2004) define CRM as “an ongoing process that involves the development and 

leveraging of market intelligence for the purpose of building and maintaining a profit-maximizing 

portfolio of customer relationships”. Scholars like to emphasize that CRM is not about building 

relationships with clients in general (Reinartz, Krafft, & Hoyer, 2004; Tanner, Ahearne, Leigh, 

Mason, & Moncrief, 2005). Instead, CRM is about establishing the “right” relationship with the 

“right” customer at the “right” time, which could be non-existent. The concept of dual creation of 

value is at the core of CRM, meaning that companies should try to create value for customers by 

satisfying their specific needs (Boulding, Staelin, Ehret, & Johnston, 2005). As a result, firms need 

to approach customers with customized products and services. At the same time, they should try 

to select customers with a positive lifetime value only. A customer’s lifetime value is defined as 

the stream of expected benefits less the burdens of servicing the account (Ryals, 2005). Note that 
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companies benefit from customers in various ways such as the exchange of money, information, 

and resources (Zablah, Bellenger, & Johnston, 2004). In summary, companies try to build long-

term buyer-seller relationships by providing customized products and services. However, they will 

only do so when the costs do not outweigh the benefits (Ryals, 2005; Zablah, Bellenger, & 

Johnston, 2004).  

1.2 Knowledge management 

Companies rely on their customer and market understanding to successfully select and attract 

profitable customers (Payne & Frow, 2005). A company’s knowledge management (KM) 

capability is one of the critical success factors regarding CRM (Zablah, Bellenger, & Johnston, 

2004). KM is defined as the process of identifying and leveraging of collective knowledge in an 

organization (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). On organizational level, KM can be subdivided into data 

collection, data analysis and knowledge dissemination (Zablah, Bellenger, & Johnston, 2004). 

Firms have the opportunity to collect information from various sources in- and outside the 

company (Lin, Su, & Chien, 2006). As boundary-spanners, salespeople are seen as one of the most 

important contributors of field-level information (Zablah, Bellenger, & Johnston, 2004). Sales reps 

obtain, for example, knowledge about customers’ level of satisfaction and customers’ current and 

future needs (Judson, Schoenbachler, Gordon, Ridnour, & Weilbaker, 2006; Pass, Evans, & 

Schlacter, 2004). Harnessing this knowledge would enable companies to enhance new product 

development performance and to proactively respond to changing customer’s demands (Ernst, 

Hoyer, & Rübsaamen, 2010; Pass, Evans, & Schlacter, 2004). So, companies will highly benefit 

when utilizing the knowledge possessed by their sales force. 

1.3 Knowledge sharing by salespeople 

Companies will only be able to use salespeople’s knowledge when it is shared by the people in 

question (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Knowledge sharing (KS) is important as it bridges individual 

and organizational-level knowledge, where it is used for strategic decisions (Ipe, 2003). KS, by 

definition, is the act of making knowledge available within the company (Ipe, 2003). Salespeople 

have multiple options to share their knowledge (Yi, 2009). For the matter of simplicity, this study 

will follow Bordia et al. (2006) by distinguishing between interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT. 

Interpersonal KS refers to direct or mediated (e.g. telephone, e-mail or chat messaging) 

communication with people. KS via CRM IT refers to donating knowledge to information systems 
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designed to facilitate companies’ CRM activities. Although companies benefit from both types of 

KS, a gap exists between companies’ and salespeople’s preferences regarding the manner of 

communication (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Bordia, Irmer, & Abusah, 2006). The following 

paragraphs will further elaborate on these differing preferences.  

 Companies prefer that knowledge is being shared via CRM IT. Reasons given in the 

literature suggest that contrary to storing knowledge in the minds of people, who might leave the 

company, knowledge stored in databases will not get lost (Constant, Kiesler, & Sproull, 1994). 

Furthermore, knowledge shared via CRM IT can be logged and accessed from everywhere and at 

any time (Wasko & Faraj, 2005). As a result, the knowledge will be spread through the entire 

network (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). In contrast, interpersonal communication refers to people that 

tend to share their knowledge within their personal network (Ipe, 2003). This means that vital 

information might not get the attention it merits in the company. Moreover, Ipe (2003) argues that 

KS in interpersonal settings tend to reproduce the same kind of knowledge and information, 

dependent upon the practices, beliefs, and policies of a particular knowledge sharing group.   

 Contrary to companies’ preferences, salespeople tend to prefer interpersonal KS (Bordia, 

Irmer, & Abusah, 2006; Judson, Schoenbachler, Gordon, Ridnour, & Weilbaker, 2006; Pass, 

Evans, & Schlacter, 2004). Various barriers have been indicated that prevent salespeople from 

sharing knowledge in an interpersonal manner. First, sales reps possess predominantly tacit 

knowledge. Contrary to explicit knowledge, tacit knowledge is not easily codified (Ipe, 2003). 

Consequently, it demands more time and effort to log data in CRM IT systems than to share it 

interpersonally. Second, knowledge shared via CRM IT becomes a public good instead of being 

exclusively owned by the salesperson (Kollock, 1999). As a result, salespeople who share 

knowledge via CRM IT hand-in their knowledge power and thus a part of their job security (Ipe, 

2003; Honeycutt Jr., Thelen, Thelen, & Hodge, 2005). Besides, recipients of public goods are, in 

general, anonymous (Kollock, 1999). Constant et al. (2004) suggests that people would rather 

share knowledge to others who hear them and even thank them, which lead to interpersonal KS. 

So, salespeople’s preference to share knowledge interpersonally results from their personal 

characteristics and the nature of the knowledge they possess.  

1.4 Gap in literature 

Despite the interesting case of the differing KS preferences between companies and salespeople, 

a void in literature exists regarding salespeople’s KS behaviour (Wang & Noe, 2010). To the 
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knowledge of the author, only Menguc et al. (2011) and Auh and Menguc (2012) have conducted 

research that focusses on the KS behaviour of salespeople. In addition, KS literature has had little 

interest in examining interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT within the same study (Wang & Noe, 

2010). According to Wang and Noe (2010), only Bordia et al. (2006) examined both types of KS 

together. Given these gaps in literature and the case depicted above the following research question 

has been developed: 

“What stimulates salespeople to share knowledge via CRM IT rather than interpersonally?”  

1.5 Sub-topics covered 

To answer this question, this study will be split up into two sections. The first section focusses on 

the personal factors that influence salespeople’s decisions to share knowledge in general, 

interpersonally and via CRM IT. In addition, attention will be paid to the interaction between 

interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT. It might be interesting to understand whether sharing 

knowledge via one type will boost or mitigate KS via the other type.  

The second section highlights the influence of sales managers’ policies and activities. 

Managers have been selected as they have major impact on salespeople’s decisions regarding the 

use of CRM IT (Pullig, Maxham III, & Hair, 2002; Eggert & Serdaroglu, 2011). To give an 

example, managers trigger their subordinates by infusing CRM IT in their activities. Other 

influential activities are persuasion and providing recognition for CRM IT usage.   

1.6 Contributions to existing research 

By covering the topics related to the research question, this study aims to address three 

shortcomings of the existent research on KS. First, this research extends current KS literature by 

focussing on salespeople in particular. Wang and Noe (2010) indicate, in their extensive literature 

review, that it is interesting to focus on salespeople’s KS behaviour because of their pivotal role 

regarding sharing knowledge obtained from outside the company. Prior studies have 

predominantly investigated company-wide populations (Witherspoon, Bergner, Cockrell, & Stone, 

2013). Therefore, this research will examine whether some of the conclusions drawn from 

company-wide populations apply for salespeople as well. 

 Second, this study introduces a factor that measures salespeople’s preference regarding 

which type of KS to use. By using this construct, this research investigates whether both types of 
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KS influence each other. In other words, this research investigates whether people, who generally 

share knowledge interpersonally, will be more or less likely to share the same knowledge via CRM 

IT and the other way around. To the knowledge of the researcher, this has not yet been conducted 

within the Netherlands and Belgium within the industries of the participating companies. 

Therefore, this research is a first.  

 Finally, salespeople’s KS behaviour will be examined in two different contexts: 

interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT. This is relevant, as it reveals the differences in people’s KS 

behaviour regarding both types (Wang & Noe, 2010).  

1.7 Set-up paper 

This thesis will continue as follows. First, relevant literature will be reviewed to understand the 

current state of research regarding the topic. This knowledge will function as a basis for the 

conceptual model developed. Next, hypotheses will be formulated. Afterwards, the research 

methodology will be introduced. Subsequently, data will be analysed, and the results will be 

discussed. Last, this article will end with a conclusion, limitations, and opportunities for further 

research.  
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Chapter 2 – Literature review and hypotheses 

The main interest of this research concerns KS by salespeople with the use of CRM IT. 

Accordingly, the two main topics that will be reviewed regard to KS and technology adoption. The 

dominant theories in these research fields are respectively the theory of reasoned action (TRA) 

and the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Wang & Noe, 2010). This research is therefore 

based upon these two theories, of which TRA will be discussed first. 

2.1 Theory of reasoned action 

The main premise of TRA is that an individual’s actual behaviour is preceded by his or her 

intentions to perform that particular behaviour (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). In addition, TRA 

postulates that intentions are, for one part, determined by the belief – attitude sequence. However, 

TAM, which is a subsequent theory of TRA, has excluded the attitude construct for the reason of 

better explaining intentions parsimoniously (Davis, 1989). This decision is justified by the idea 

that, within organizational settings, people form intentions towards behaviours they believe will 

result in positive consequences rather than whether they have positive or negative attitudes towards 

the behaviour (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, User acceptance of computer technology: A 

comparison of two theoretical models, 1989). Furthermore, Gagné (2009) developed a model in 

which intrinsic motivation, which will be the focus of this research, positively relates to intentions 

to KS.  

2.2 Motivation 

Motivation concerns why people perform an activity or behaviour (Ryan & Deci, 2000). In other 

words, people share knowledge because they are moved by one or multiple reasons or goals. 

Motivation will be researched because it is indicated to be a key determinant of KS behaviour (Lin 

H. , 2007).  

 Ryan and Deci (2000) distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Extrinsically 

motivated people are driven by a goal, such as reciprocal benefits and organizational rewards. The 

overall tendency within KS literature is that extrinsic motivation positively influences intentions 

to KS (e.g. Kankanhalli, et al., 2005; Lin, 2007). Although the tendency within KS literature is 

that extrinsic motivation is positively related to intentions, the results on organizational rewards 

have been mixed (Wang & Noe, 2010). Reasons for the non-significant results suggest that KS 
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behaviour is rather affected by social concerns than by pecuniary rewards (Chennamaneni, Teng, 

& Raja, 2012; Tohidinia & Mosakhani, 2010). Furthermore, it shows the punitive nature of 

economic rewards, which obstructs, for instance, teamwork and cooperation (Bock & Kim, 2002; 

Kwok & Gao, 2005/2006). 

 The focus of this research, intrinsic motivation, concerns performing a behaviour because 

of self-interest or enjoyment of the activities (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Previous research confirms that 

intrinsic motivation plays an important role in motivating people to share knowledge. Individuals 

could, for example, share knowledge because they find it challenging or because it makes them 

feel proud of their competences (Constant, Kiesler, & Sproull, 1994; Constant, Sproull, & Kiesler, 

1996). In addition, KS has often been linked to prosocial behaviours and altruism (Ba, Sallaert, & 

Whinston, 2001; Constant, Kiesler, & Sproull, 1994). This implies that people become motivated 

to share knowledge because they enjoy and derive pleasure from helping others.  

 Various reasons have resulted in the decision to focus on intrinsic motivation. On the one 

hand, previous literature concludes that KS is a discretionary behaviour for which salespeople 

should not be held accounted for (Ramasamy & Thamaraiselvan, 2011). In contrast to extrinsic 

motivation, intrinsic motivation does not have an evaluative character. On the other hand, Wasko 

and Faraj (2000) indicate that people will share more valuable knowledge when they do so 

spontaneously. It is therefore preferred to investigate how intrinsic motivators relate to intentions 

than to focus on extrinsic motivators.  

2.3 Technology Acceptance Model 

One of the challenges that persists when intrinsically motivated people start sharing knowledge is 

their preference to perform the behaviour in an interpersonal context, as explained in paragraph 

1.4. Intrinsically motivated people do indicate that they are willing to share knowledge, but do not 

specify how (Ryan & Deci, 2000). To stimulate KS via CRM IT, it is therefore needed to 

understand how to increase technology adoption amongst salespeople. As such, TAM will be 

reviewed in the following paragraphs.  

 TAM theorizes that the intention to adopt CRM IT is based upon the believes that a system 

is useful and easy to use (Davis, 1989). Moreover, TAM advocates that perceived ease-of-use 

(PEOU) affects perceived usefulness (PU). Reason being, easy to use systems require less effort, 

which can be reused to complete more work for the same overall effort. Over the past years, strong 

empirical support has accumulated in favour of TAM in the sales context (e.g. Avlonitis & 
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Panagopoulos, 2005; Eggert & Serdaroglu, 2011; Schillewaert, et al., 2005). Furthermore, these 

studies have identified a wide range of antecedents of PEOU and PU. Among these factors, 

managers are found to be one of the most important influencers of salesperson’s decision to adopt 

CRM IT (Bohling, et al., 2006; Schillewaert, Ahearne, Frambach, & Moenaert, 2005). The 

influence of managers’ policies and activities on technology adoption will be explained in the next 

paragraph.   

2.4 Managerial influence 

Managers influence their sales force because of internalization, identification, and compliance 

(Schillewaert, Ahearne, Frambach, & Moenaert, 2005). This means that salespeople react on 

managers’ policies and activities in different ways. Managers can, for example, motivate 

salespeople to use CRM IT via activities such as persuasive communications or embedding CRM 

IT in their sales management processes (Schillewaert, Ahearne, Frambach, & Moenaert, 2005). In 

addition, managers can also force salespeople to use CRM IT by obliging its use. Although, most 

studies recommend managers to focus on providing support to their subordinates (e.g. Beuhrer, et 

al., 2005; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Reason being, salespeople will use CRM IT for the visible 

tasks only in obligatory settings. In contrast, CRM IT will be used more thoroughly when 

salespeople use it voluntarily. So, managers should support their team to use CRM IT to increase 

their motivation to use it out of free will.  

2.5 Conceptual model 

Given the findings in the conducted literature review, a conceptual model has been developed. As 

can be seen in figure 1, the model consists of two sections. The first section will follow the intrinsic 

motivation – intentions – actual behaviour sequence. As indicated, intrinsic motivation will be 

measured by knowledge self-efficacy and enjoyment in helping, which are commonly used in KS 

literature (e.g. Kankanhalli, et al., 2005; Lin, 2007). Furthermore, KS will be split up into 

interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT. By distinguishing between both types, the opportunity is 

provided to compare one’s intentions to use either or both communication methods.   

 The second section regards to the influence managers have on salespeople’s technology 

adoption. As indicated in figure 1, a moderating effect will be examined. The reasoning behind 

this decision is that managers will influence the willingness of intrinsically motivated salespeople 

to share knowledge via CRM IT by promoting its use. The two constructs that will be investigated 
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are empowering leadership and supervisory support, which are supportive in nature (Schillewaert, 

Ahearne, Frambach, & Moenaert, 2005; Xue, Bradley, & Liang, 2011). The paragraphs below will 

elaborate on the hypotheses indicated in the conceptual model.  

Figure 1 Conceptual model 

 

2.6 Hypotheses of section 1: direct effects 

2.6.1 Knowledge self-efficacy  

Knowledge self-efficacy (KSE) refers to someone’s confidence in being able to help others to 

solve job related problems, improve work efficiency, or to make a difference to the organization 

by sharing his or her knowledge (Kankanhalli, Tan, & Wei, 2005). KSE originates from the term 

self-efficacy, which is defined as “people’s beliefs about their capabilities to exercise control over 

their own level of functioning” (Bandura, 1991). Self-efficacious salespeople are motivated to 

share knowledge, as it provides them the opportunity to demonstrate their skills, knowledge, and 

abilities (Menguc, Auh, & Kim, Salespeople' s knowledge-sharing behaviors with coworkers 

outside the sales unit, 2011). KSE focusses on people’s perception that contribution of knowledge 
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will be helpful for the organization or the individual’s co-workers (Bock & Kim, 2002; Constant, 

Kiesler, & Sproull, 1994). Furthermore, it is argued that people with high-levels of KSE will be 

more likely to share for image and status enhancement purposes (Kankanhalli, Tan, & Wei, 2005). 

Conversely, Wasko and Faraj (2000) found that a lack of KSE withholds people from sharing their 

knowledge. Consequently, it could be argued that KSE is positively related to someone’s intentions 

to KS. Hence, the following hypotheses are proposed: 

H1a. Knowledge self-efficacy is positively related to someone’s intention to interpersonal KS. 

H1b. Knowledge self-efficacy is positively related to someone’s intention to KS via CRM IT. 

2.6.2 Enjoyment in helping 

As the name implies, enjoyment in helping (EIH) others concerns the feeling of joy when helping 

others. This concept derives from altruism, which concerns helping behaviour without any self-

interest that would motivate someone to act (Netemeyer, Boles, McKee, & McMurrian, 1997). 

One critique on the concept of altruism is that a little self-concern will always play a role in 

motivating a behaviour (Organ, 1997). Indeed, researchers, such as Wasko and Faraj (2000), find 

that people share knowledge because they find it challenging or because it helps to refine their 

thinking. In addition, it is found that people share knowledge because they enjoy to help others 

(Kankanhalli, Tan, & Wei, 2005; Wasko & Faraj, 2000). Consequently, it could be argued that 

people who enjoy helping others will be more likely to share knowledge. Hence, the following 

hypotheses are proposed.  

H2a. Enjoyment in helping others is positively related to someone’s intention to interpersonal KS. 

H2b. Enjoyment in helping others is positively related to someone’s intention to KS via CRM IT.  

2.6.3 Preferred type of KS by salespeople 

Although positively influenced by the intrinsic motivators, it is not likely that salespeople’s 

intentions to the different KS methods are equally strong (Bordia, Irmer, & Abusah, 2006). People, 

and salespeople alike prefer interpersonal KS over KS via CRM IT (Bordia, Irmer, & Abusah, 

2006; Judson, Schoenbachler, Gordon, Ridnour, & Weilbaker, 2006; Pass, Evans, & Schlacter, 

2004). Reasons indicated by Bordia et al. (2006) suggest that people find it easier to share their 

knowledge interpersonally than via CRM IT. On the one hand, this is because people need to 
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codify information before sharing it via CRM IT. It could be hard to codify knowledge, especially 

in case of tacit knowledge (Ipe, 2003). Accordingly, it demands more effort to store (tacit) 

knowledge, compared to sharing knowledge interpersonally. On the other hand, interpersonal KS 

provides the opportunity for extra clarification and interpretation (Bordia, Irmer, & Abusah, 2006). 

Research by Judson et al. (2006) finds similar result regarding salespeople’s preferences regarding 

KS. They conclude that there exists a significant gap between interpersonal communication tools 

used for KS and usage of CRM IT for KS purposes. The following hypothesis is therefore 

proposed.  

H3. Salespeople will have higher intentions to share knowledge interpersonally than to share 

knowledge via CRM IT.  

2.6.4 Actualization of intentions to share knowledge 

The next relationship in the research model concerns the actualization of one’s intentions to share 

knowledge. TRA theorizes that actual behaviour is preceded by an individual’s intention to 

perform the behaviour in question (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Consequently, a direct effect between 

intentions and actual KS behaviour via the same communication method is expected. However, an 

actualization gap exists between someone’s intention and actually performing the behaviour, 

which implies that not all intentions are put into action (Kuo & Young, 2008). Indicated barriers 

for actualizing intentions to KS are unanticipated detrimental consequences, negative reactions 

from important others, underestimation of the behaviour’s difficulty, and lack of resolve or will 

power. Although it is not likely that intentions and actual KS behaviour correlate, it is still expected 

that both constructs are positively related. For this reason, the following hypotheses are proposed.  

H4a. Intentions to interpersonal KS are positively related to actual interpersonal KS behaviour.  

H4b. Intentions to KS via CRM IT are positively related to actual KS behaviour via CRM IT.  

2.6.5 Crossover effect between the different types of knowledge sharing 

Besides comparing interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT, this research aims to investigate cross-

over effects between the different communication methods. People have the opportunity to share 

knowledge via one of the types of KS or both (Bordia, Irmer, & Abusah, 2006). Although it might 

happen that one has the intention to share knowledge both interpersonally and via CRM IT, it is 
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expected that the method through which the knowledge is shared first, will influence the propensity 

that it is shared via the second method as well. In other words, someone’s intent to share knowledge 

about a particular topic interpersonally and via CRM IT. Afterwards, it happens that the knowledge 

is shared interpersonally first. This research hypothesizes that this will affect the probability that 

the same knowledge is also shared via CRM IT.  

2.6.5.1 Influence of knowledge sharing via CRM IT 

In case knowledge is shared via CRM IT first, a positive relationship between KS via CRM IT and 

interpersonal KS is expected. Two chains of thought lead to this statement.  

 First, knowledge shared via CRM IT is accessible for all employees in the company 

(Kollock, 1999). As a result, all different departments can see the added value of the knowledge 

possessed by salespeople (Pass, Evans, & Schlacter, 2004). Consequently, it is expected that 

employees outside the sales unit will approach salespersons individually. Reasons for reaching out 

are, for example, asking for extra clarification or adding the particular seller for a discussion. As a 

result, the sales rep will share extra knowledge interpersonally.  

 Second, Rapp et al. (2015) have concluded, by using Bandura’s (1986) social foundation 

of thought and action, that people always look for response consequences regarding their 

behaviour. Contrary to interpersonal KS, recipients of knowledge shared via CRM IT are generally 

anonymous (Kollock, 1999). As a result, salespeople who share knowledge via CRM IT do not 

know who actually “consumed” their knowledge. In case the salesperson does not get feedback 

from the people who, in the individual’s opinion, should have received the knowledge, he or she 

might doubt whether the knowledge reached its goal. It is therefore expected that the salesperson 

will hint the “most important” people about the knowledge shared via CRM IT. Hence, the 

following hypothesis is proposed. 

H5. KS via CRM IT as preferred type of KS is positively related to actual interpersonal KS.  

2.6.5.2 Influence of interpersonal knowledge sharing  

In contrast to the above hypothesized relationships, it is expected that people, who share 

knowledge interpersonally first, will be less likely to share the knowledge via CRM IT as well. 

This statement follows from the social exchange theory. According to Kankanhalli et al. (2005), 

the social exchange theory suggests that people weigh the costs and benefits of performing a 
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behaviour. Costs would include factors such as loss of knowledge power and time needed to log 

the information. As explained in paragraph 2.2, benefits of sharing knowledge result from its 

inherent satisfaction (Ryan & Deci, 2000). According to Constant et al. (1994), people gain most 

satisfaction from KS with people who, inter alia, need them and who will hear them. The difference 

between interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT is that the first is targeted to specifically those 

people who need the knowledge (Constant, Kiesler, & Sproull, 1994). In contrast, knowledge 

shared via CRM IT is meant for the entire company. By sharing knowledge interpersonally first, 

salespeople will already gain satisfaction of the people who need the knowledge. As a result, the 

satisfaction of KS via CRM IT will decrease. Consequently, it is expected that salespeople will 

feel less urged to share knowledge via CRM IT when they have already shared the knowledge 

interpersonally. Hence the following hypothesis is proposed. 

H6. Interpersonal KS as preferred types of KS is negatively related to actual KS via CRM IT. 

2.7 Hypotheses section 2: Moderating factors 

As explained in section 1, the proposed relationships in the basic model leave two challenges. 

First, salespeople are expected to prefer interpersonal KS. Second, it is expected that salespeople 

will not turn all their intentions into action. Subsequently, it would be interesting to know how 

these issues can be turned around. This research will, therefore, investigate how the managers’ 

policies and activities moderate different relationships proposed in section 1.   

 It is decided to focus on the influence of the salesperson’s immediate managers, as they 

work with salespeople on a day-to-day basis (Ingram, LaForge, Locander, MacKenzie, & 

Podsakoff, 2005). As elaborated on in paragraph 2.4.2, managers are advised to support their sales 

force in order to increase CRM IT adoption (Beuhrer, Senecal, & Pullins, 2005). The research of 

the current model includes two supportive factors: empowering leadership and supervisory 

support. The paragraphs underneath will elaborate on these factors.  

2.7.1 Empowering leadership 

Empowering leadership (EL) is known as a supportive leadership style with which managers 

provide autonomy to their work forces (Xue, Bradley, & Liang, 2011). Among the different 

described leadership styles, EL is considered to be of special importance in the context of KS (Kuo, 

Lai, & Lee, 2011). EL is generally approached from two perspectives (Ahearne, Mathieu, & A., 
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2005). The first refers to work related empowerment as such that salespeople receive, for example, 

increased decision-making authority regarding their activities. The second concerns psychological 

empowerment. Researchers using this approach consider EL as a four-dimensional psychological 

state based on employees’ perception of meaningfulness, competence, self-determination, and 

impact. Past research has already investigated direct and indirect effects of EL on people’s 

knowledge sharing behaviour (Lee, Lee, & Park, 2014; Xue, Bradley, & Liang, 2011). This 

research will therefore investigate EL by using the second approach.  

 Psychologically empowered people feel the trust of their manager in their ability to 

successfully execute their job (Ahearne, Mathieu, & A., 2005). Moreover, empowering leaders 

share decision-making power and provide autonomy to their sales force. Although prior research 

has linked EL with KS directly and via mediating effects, this study will examine EL as a 

moderating variable (Ahearne, Mathieu, & A., 2005; Stivastava, Bartol, & Locke, 2006). Reason 

being, EL does not specify which type of knowledge should be used (Ahearne, Mathieu, & A., 

2005). However, when an individual has the intention to share knowledge either in an interpersonal 

or a CRM IT setting, it could be reasoned that EL will enhance the propensity that salespeople will 

also actualize their intentions. An argument that applies to both methods is that empowered 

salespeople feel the confidence of their manager in their ability to contribute valuable knowledge. 

Accordingly, the sales reps will feel less fear to articulate their opinions, and thus be more inclined 

to actualize their intentions. The paragraphs below will elaborate on the moderating effect of EL 

in context specific settings.  

 In the context of KS via CRM IT, it can be argued that EL moderates between intentions 

and the actual behaviour because it stimulates innovativeness of salespeople. Autonomous jobs are 

characterized by a lack of precise descriptions (Cabrera, Collins, & Salgado, 2006). As a 

consequence, empowered sellers will search for new ways to do their job. A source of inspiration 

is the knowledge that is stored in CRM IT (Hunter & Perreault Jr., 2007). As the salespeople are 

more often accessing the system, it is a smaller step for them to also log their knowledge, as they 

have intended. Furthermore, salespeople learn how knowledge is shared by others. Subsequently, 

it will cost them less effort to perform the behaviour themselves.  

 Two arguments can be given to explain why EL is likely to moderate between one’s 

intentions and actual interpersonal KS. First, salespeople feel more responsible for their job. 

Consequently, they will be more determined to share knowledge when they are convinced this 
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would help the organization. Second, empowering managers add salespeople for discussions 

regarding decision making (Xue, Bradley, & Liang, 2011). Accordingly, these salespeople have 

increased opportunities to voice their opinions in an interpersonal manner.  

 Remind that barriers to actualizing intentions are, inter alia, lack of will power and 

unanticipated detrimental consequences (Kuo, Lai, & Lee, 2011). Given the arguments above, it 

could be reasoned that EL mitigates these barriers. Hence, the following hypotheses are proposed:  

H7a. Empowering leadership moderates the positive relationship between one’s intentions and 

actual interpersonal KS behaviour, such that high conditions of empowering leadership strengthen 

the above mentions relationship.  

H7b. Empowering leadership moderates the positive relationship between one’s intentions and 

actual KS via CRM IT, such that high conditions of empowering leadership strengthen the above 

mentioned relationship.  

2.7.2 Supervisory support 

Besides empowering salespeople, managers can explicitly encourage and support their sales force 

to use CRM IT. Schillewaert et al. (2005) defined this encouraging behaviour of managers as 

supervisory support (SuS). Managers can encourage knowledge sharing via CRM IT in various 

ways. Examples are: specifying what it takes to share knowledge effectively, providing feedback 

on system usage, and incorporating know-how from CRM IT in their management processes. 

Salespeople who receive SuS will notice the importance of using CRM IT for KS. When 

intrinsically motivated, salespeople are willing the help others because they enjoy it or because 

they possess valuable knowledge.  These salespeople will, because of the SuS, see that they will 

make more impact when sharing their knowledge via CRM IT. Therefore, it could be argued that 

SuS positively moderates the relationship between both EIH and KSE and intentions to KS via 

CRM IT. 

 In addition, SuS helps to resolve the actualization gap. By definition, managers who 

provide SuS provide recognition to those who use the system (Schillewaert, Ahearne, Frambach, 

& Moenaert, 2005). Moreover, these managers will show the added value of the shared knowledge. 

Consequently, salespeople who receive SuS will feel less fear for negative reactions or detrimental 
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consequences when sharing knowledge via CRM IT. Accordingly, it could be argued that SuS will 

enhance the amount of intended knowledge that is also actually shared.  

 Because of the moderating effects elaborated on above, the following hypotheses are 

proposed 

H8a. Supervisory support moderates the positive relationship between knowledge self-efficacy and 

intentions to KS via CRM IT, such that high conditions of supervisory support strengthen the 

relationship between knowledge self-efficacy and intentions to KS via CRM IT. 

H8b. Supervisory support moderates the positive relationship between enjoyment in helping and 

intentions to KS via CRM IT, such that high conditions of supervisory support strengthen the 

relationship between enjoyment in helping and intentions to KS via CRM IT. 

H8c. Supervisory support moderates the positive relationship between intentions to KS via CRM 

IT and actual KS via CRM IT, such that high conditions of supervisory support strengthen the 

relationship between intentions to KS via CRM IT and actual KS via CRM IT.  
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 

The above described hypotheses will be tested via surveys, meaning that this study is explanatory. 

This research strategy is chosen because it provides the opportunity to collect large amounts of 

data from a sizable population in a highly economical way (Saunders, Lewis, & Thronhill, 2009). 

Although, the survey method is subject to common method and non-response biases and low 

response rates. Common method bias concerns measurement errors due to using the same method 

for testing different constructs (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012). Non-response bias 

occurs because the answers of the replying and non-replying respondents might differ (Podsakoff, 

MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012). Last, low response rates, speaks for itself as it refers to the low 

conversion ratio of the amount of surveys being sent and those being answered. These downsides 

of conducting a study via surveys can be controlled with procedural and statistical remedies 

(Dillman, et al., 2009; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012; Saunders, Lewis, & Thronhill, 

2009). This chapter will elaborate on the process of developing and sending out the survey to 

conduct the research as reliable as possible.  

3.1 Research Sample 

The target population of this research consists of field salespeople in a B2B context. Within this 

population, a sample population will be approached consisting of sales forces from different 

companies and located in different countries. To be specific, salespeople from the Netherlands and 

Belgium will be approached. The companies that participate prefer to stay anonymous and will, 

therefore, be referred to as company A, B and C. Company A operates in the food and beverage 

industry, company B’s is an IT business, and company C is a telecom organization. All these 

companies want to participate in this research as they are considering to change their CRM system 

or because they are currently implementing a new CRM IT. Including these different companies 

in this study provides the opportunity to compare different company settings, which increases the 

generalizability of this research.  

3.2 Size target population 

In total 106 salespeople are invited to participate in the research. As mentioned above, studies that 

use surveys face the challenge of low response rates. According to Saunders et al. (2009), it is 

reasonable to expect a response rate of 30% in organizational settings. Although, Dillman et al. 
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(2009) proposed an approach which will enhance the response rate to 75%. To boost the response 

rate even further, the sales managers will endorse this study by sending a notification. 

 Taking the 75 % into account, it is expected that about 80 surveys will be responded. 

Although Hair et al. (2009) explain that 100 respondents are preferred, a sample size above 50 

considered to be the ultimate minimum for conducting regression analyses. So, the number of cases 

of this research should be sufficient.  

3.3 Data collection procedure 

All salespeople will be approached according to the procedure suggested by Dillman et al. (2009). 

This process consists of sending personalized e-mails covering the following subjects: a pre-

notification, an invitation to the survey, two reminders and a thank you. Only the invitation and 

the two reminders will contain a link to the online survey. The English versions of the e-mails, that 

are sent in the native language of the participants, are presented in appendix B. After the invitation 

is sent, the salesperson will get two weeks to answer the survey. Afterwards, the survey will be 

closed again.  

 Given the specifications of the data collection procedure, the program Qualtrics is selected. 

This program provides the ability to address all recipients by name and to send messages and 

surveys in different languages. Moreover, Qualtrics allows the participants to answer the survey 

on their phone. So, communication with the respondents will proceed in a personalized way, which 

is realized with the use of Qualtrics.   

3.4 Survey development 

All investigated constructs are measured using multiple items adapted from previous studies. The 

original items are discussed and adjusted with the participating sales managers in order to ensure 

that the statements are related to the salesperson’s reality. Hereafter, the items are translated to 

Dutch and French by using the back translating technique (Saunders, Lewis, & Thronhill, 2009). 

This technique includes translating the original statement to the new language and translating it 

back to English to check for discrepancies in the translated items. Finally, the translated questions 

are tested by two salespersons on meaningfulness, relevance, and clarity. The original, Dutch and 

French statements are presented in appendix A. 

 All items will be measured using a seven-point Likert- or semantic scale. The anchors of 

the items are respectively agreement (i.e. ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree) and 
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frequency (i.e. ranging from never to multiple time a day) (Saunders, Lewis, & Thronhill, 2009).  

All items are categorized per question group in which they will be randomized. Furthermore, some 

of the statements are reversed. The reason for randomly presenting and reversing some of the 

statements is because this will prevent the respondent to get into a flow created by the researcher.  

 A total of 41 items will be used to measure this research’s conceptual model. The codes 

indicating to which construct each item belongs are presented in table 1. Intrinsic motivation (i.e. 

knowledge self-efficacy and enjoyment in helping) will be measured using eight items derived 

from Lin (2007). Knowledge self-efficacy includes statements such as: I am confident in my ability 

to provide knowledge that others in my organization consider valuable. Enjoyment in helping 

contains statements such as: It feels good to help someone by sharing my knowledge. Moreover, 

intentions to and actual KS will be measured using four items per construct and type. So, in total 

sixteen items will be allocated to measure KS. These items are adapted from Chennamaneni 

(2012). Furthermore, twelve items borrowed from Menguc et al. (2013) will measure for four sub-

dimensions of empowering leadership (i.e. enhancing meaningfulness, fostering participation in 

decision making, expressing confidence in high performance, providing autonomy). Additionally, 

supervisory support will be measured with the three items adapted from Schillewaert et al. (2005). 

An example of a supervisory support item is: My immediate supervisor explicitly supports my use 

of CRM IT. Finally, a new construct, named interpersonal KS preferred, containing two newly 

developed items is added. These items ask the respondent to indicate, on a scale from 1 (i.e. KS 

via CRM IT preferred) to 100 (i.e. interpersonal KS preferred), which type of knowledge sharing 

he or she prefers and which type is generally used first to share knowledge.  

3.5 Control variables 

Control variables reflecting the system’s usefulness and ease-of-use are included in this research. 

The system variables are added to the research to investigate their influence on salespeople’s 

intentions to share knowledge via CRM IT and their influence on salespeople’s actual behaviour. 

As explained in paragraph 2.4.1, PU and PEOU are two key determinants of technology adoption. 

As the importance of these factors is supported by many studies, this research will not further focus 

on the influence of perceived usefulness and perceived ease-of-use. However, it is considered still 

to be relevant to take the impact of PU and PEOU on intentions and actual KS via CRM IT into 

account.  
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Table 1 Item codes that belong to the measured constructs 

Construct Code Construct Code 

Intentions to interpersonal knowledge sharing  I_Inter Knowledge self-efficacy KSE 

Intentions to knowledge sharing via CRM IT I_CRM Enjoyment in helping others EIH 

Actual interpersonal knowledge sharing A_Inter Empowering leadership EL 

Actual knowledge sharing via CRM IT A_CRM Supervisory support SuS 

Perceived ease-of-use PEOU Perceived usefulness PU 

Interpersonal knowledge sharing preferred Pref   
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Chapter 4 - Data analysis – results  

In total 106 surveys have been sent out, of which 75 have been returned. Accordingly, the response 

rate of this research is 71%. Two of the respondents have indicated that they did not understand 

the instructions or statements. Consequently, the dataset that will be analysed contains 73 cases. 

 Before starting with the analyses, it should be noted that the items regarding actual KS via 

CRM IT contain many missing values. This is because the current CRM IT of company C does 

not support KS. It is therefore decided to leave these missing values be. Consequently, analyses 

containing A_CRM will be conducted with the responses from company A and B only.  

 This chapter will start with presenting the results of the conducted analyses that test the 

validity and reliability of the obtained data. Afterwards, the proposed hypotheses will be tested.  

4.1 Data preparation 

First, the reliability of the metric properties of the constructs examined is assessed by calculating 

the Cronbach’s alpha [α] reliability coefficient and the items-to-total correlations. This procedure 

has resulted in excluding two items from the KSE (i.e. KSE3 and KSE4) scale and two items from 

the EL scale (i.e. EL4 and EL12). Items of which inclusion would result in decreasing reliability 

coefficients. As can be seen in Table 2, all scales have reliability coefficients ranging from 0.66 to 

0.95. Although below the agreed lower limit of 0.7, a reliability coefficient of 0.66 is still judged 

to be fair (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2009). Therefore, all items will be kept for further 

analysis.  

 Subsequently, two exploratory factor analyses (EFA) are performed to examine whether 

the items for a construct share a single underlying factor [i.e. are unidimensional]. The second 

EFA is conducted without the A_CRM items in order to include all cases in the analysis. As 

advised by Conway and Huffcut (2003), factors are extracted using principal axis factoring. 

Moreover, the factors are rotated with the Varimax method, as the inter factor correlations are 

fairly low.  The rotated factor matrix, containing only factor loading > 0.4, is reported in table 3. 

Note that this matrix concerns the EFA including all items. The factor matrix regarding the EFA 

without A_CRM is added to appendix C. In total ten factors are extracted by using the “a priori” 

criterion (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2009). This amount of factors explains 79% of the 

variance. 
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 The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test for factor loadings is 0.46 for the first EFA and 0.63 for the 

second. These factor loadings are around the base score of 0.5 and therefore judged to be sufficient 

for this research (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2009).  

 All factor loadings are generally high. The only exception is “supervisory support”, which 

does not load on its underlying factor. Although this could be a reason to exclude “supervisory 

support” from analysis, it is decided to keep the construct for further analysis. Reason being, the 

reliability coefficient is sufficiently high, and the items have been used successfully in prior 

research (Avlonitis & Panagopoulos, 2005; Schillewaert, Ahearne, Frambach, & Moenaert, 2005). 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the items of “perceived usefulness” and “perceived ease-of-

use” have been merged in the construct “IT Quality”. This merger is because these items load on 

the same factor. Moreover, all items combined result in a higher reliability coefficient [0.92 

compared to 0.87 and 0.83] 

Table 2 Means, standard deviations, Pearson intercorrelations*, and coefficient alphas** of 

study measures. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11   Mean S.D. 

1. Intentions to KS interpersonally .82            6.02 0.64 

2. Actual KS interpersonally .23 .93           5.06 1.31 

3. Intentions to KS via CRM IT .26 .15 .93          4.63 1.55 

4. Actual KS via CRM IT *** .28 .08 .42 .95         2.77 1.71 

5. Knowledge self-efficacy .18 .15 .14 .00 .71        6.02 0.61 

6. Enjoyment in helping .28 .18 .07 -.14 .41 .79       6.46 0.55 

7. Empowering leadership .30 .30 .32 .13 .30 .10 .88      5.29 0.87 

8. Perceived usefulness  .04 -.11 .21 .26 -.08 -.21 .27 .87     4.08 1.60 

9. Perceived ease-of-use -.03 -.14 .27 .31 .03 -.15 .27 .85 .83    3.78 1.56 

10. Supervisory support .28 .06 .42 .36 .02 -.11 .39 .51 .53 .66    5.16 1.08 

11. Preference**** -.13 .01 -.45 -.51 .12 .04 .12 -.06 -.06 -.16 .70  75.56 19.18 

* Correlations shown in bold are significant at least at the 0.05 level (1-tailed), ** Coefficient 

alphas are shown in the diagonal, *** Results based on a sample of 47 salespersons,  

**** Preference is measured on a scale of 0 to 100 
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Table 3 Rotated factor matrix 

 

Factor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I_CRM2 .87          

I_CRM4 .83          

I_CRM1 .75          

I_CRM3 .73          

PU1  .93         

PEOU1  .87         

PU2  .84         

PEOU2  .75         

EL_HP1   .80        

EL_HP2   .70        

EL_HP3   .69        

EL_PA2   .61        

EL_DM2   .59        

EL_PA1 .52  .55        

EL_DM3 .46  .50        

EL_EM3 .40  .47        

EL_EM1 .53  .46        

EL_EM2 .46          

A_CRM2    .89       

A_CRM3    .87       

A_CRM1    .87       

A_CRM4    .84       

A_Inter1     .91      

A_Inter2     .89      

A_Inter3     .85      

A_Inter4     .83      

I_Inter3      .93     

I_Inter2      .76     

I_Inter4      .74     

I_Inter1      .74     

EIH4       .83    

EIH3       .73    

EIH2       .68    

EIH1       .50    

KSE2        .76   

KSE1        .75   

SuS1         .74  

SuS3           

SuS2  .67         

Pref2          .58 

Pref1          .55 

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring  

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
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 Finally, all variables are tested on equality of variance and means between the data obtained 

from the different companies. The data is collected from different response groups. As such, it 

needs to be assessed whether or not the data can be analysed as a homogeneous group (Hair, Black, 

Babin, & Anderson, 2009). For that reason, a one-way ANOVA is performed. The results show 

that there are issues regarding homogeneity for EL (test of homogeneity of variances: sig < 0.01). 

Additionally, the results indicate that the means of EL and EIH differ significantly from each other. 

The post hoc turkey-HSD and Games-Howel tests reveal that the differences in variance of EL are 

because of the responses collected from company A and C. In case of EIH, the difference in means 

are due to company B. For this reason, various regression analyses will be conducted when EL is 

involved. To be specific, regressions will be run with pooled data, with all possible combinations 

of data from two companies, and with the data from company A and C individually. Company B 

will not be analysed separately because only seven salespeople from this company responded to 

the survey.  

4.2 Hypotheses testing 

Now all preparation activities are settled, the hypotheses will be tested. The most important results 

are presented in tables 4, 5, and 6. The other results are presented in appendix D. The paragraphs 

below link the results to the proposed hypotheses.  

 Hypotheses 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b are not supported in this research. As indicated in table 4, 

none of the models show significant effects [Sig. > 0.05]. In addition, the R²s are poor, according 

to Hair et al. (2009) [Intentions to KS via CRM IT: R² = .02; Intentions to interpersonal KS: R² = 

.08]. As a result, no relationships are found between intrinsic motivation and the intention to share 

knowledge via CRM IT. 

 Hypothesis 3, salespeople have greater intentions to share knowledge interpersonally than 

via CRM IT, is confirmed. The result of the conducted one-way ANOVA shows that there is a 

significant difference between intentions to interpersonal KS and intentions to KS via CRM IT [F 

= 43.79; sig. < 0.001]. Figure 2 graphically shows the difference in the mean level of both types 

of KS 

 Hypothesis 4, 5 and 6 regard to the actualization of one’s intentions and the cross-over 

effects of KS. The first rows of table 5 and 6 present the results for both interpersonal KS and KS 

via CRM IT. The results indicate that only actual KS via CRM IT is sufficiently explained by the 

model [Model with A_Inter: R² = .05; model with A_CRM: R² = .32]. As indicated in table 6, it 
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appears that only interpersonal KS preferred predicts actual KS via CRM IT. However, a 

regression model including only I_CRM shows that A_CRM is also well predicted by I_CRM [β 

= .0.42; sig. = 0.00; R² = .18]. Consequently, it turns out that the effect of an individual’s intention 

to KS via CRM IT on actually performing the behaviour is mediated by his or her preference.  This 

conclusion is confirmed after a regression analysis between I_CRM and preference is run [β = .45; 

sig. = 0.00; R² = .20]. 

 Last, the hypotheses 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b and 8c concerning the moderating role of managers, all 

turned out to be insignificant, see the lower rows of tables 4, 5, and 6. 

Table 4 Results regression analyses on intentions to knowledge sharing via CRM IT and 

interpersonally with pooled data 

Predictor variable 

Intentions to KS via CRM IT Intentions to interpersonal KS 

Β* t-value [Sig.] R² Β* t-value [Sig.] R² 

KSE .13 .987 [.33] .02 .08 .65 [.52] .08 

EIH .18 .137 [.89]  .25 1.95 [.05]  

Moderating effects       

SuS * KSE -.03 -.20 [.84] .20    

SuS * EIH -.01 -.05 [.96] .19    

* The presented values are standardized coefficients 

Table 5 Results of the regression analyses on 

actual knowledge sharing via CRM IT 

  

 Company A + B (N =47) 

Predictor variable Β* 

t-value 

[Sig.]  R² 

I_CRM .27 2.00 [.05] .32 

Pref -.41 3.05 [00]  

Moderating effects    

SuS * I_CRM .04 .31 [76] .22 

EL * I_CRM -.18 -1.29 [.20] .22 

* The presented values are standardized 

coefficients 

Figure 2 Means plot of the one-way ANOVA 
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Table 6 Results regression analyses on actual interpersonal knowledge sharing 

 Pooled data (N =72) Company A + B (N =47) Company C (N = 25) 

Predictor variable βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² 

I_Inter .24 2.01 [.05] .05 .27 1.75 [.08] .07 .17 .81 [.43] .03 

Preference .05 .38 [.70]  .07 .49 [.63]  -.05 -.23 [.82]  

EL * I_Inter  .16 1.27 [.21] .13 .19 1.34 [.19] .15 .44 .66 [.52] .11 

ᵃ The presented values are standardized coefficients 

4.3 Post hoc analysis 

Given the results described above, additional analyses are conducted with the purpose to maximize 

the explanatory power of the models predicting the intention of KS via CRM IT and the actual 

performance of the behaviour. It has been decided to focus on maximizing the R² of I_CRM and 

A_CRM because of the purposes of this research. Moreover, the descriptive statistics indicate that 

multiple items correlate significantly with I_CRM and or A_CRM. The results of the post hoc 

analyses are shown in table 7 and 8. 

 First, table 2 shows that EL, IT quality and Sus correlate significantly with I_CRM. To find 

the best fitting model, a regression analysis with method backwards is conducted. During this 

analysis, factors with sig > 0.1 are excluded. As shown in table 7 and 8, different variables 

determine the intention to KS via CRM IT. The results indicate that SuS is a predictor in case of 

pooled data [β = .42; sig. < 0.01] and when considering the data from company C [β = .42; sig. < 

0.05]. In case of company C, SuS is accompanied by EL [β = -.39; sig. < 0.05] and IT quality [β = 

.41; sig. < 0.05]. In case of the combination of company A and B, it is shown that not SuS [β = 

.24; sig. < 0.1], but only EL determines intentions to KS via CRM IT [β = .38; sig. < 0.01]. 

However, it indicated, in table 8, that both EL ([β = .31; sig. = 0.05] and SuS [β = .34; sig. < 0.05] 

relate positively when considering only the data from company A. When considering the data from 

the combination of company B and C, both EL and SuS have been eliminated from the model. 

Although, the R² shows that this model is fairly weak.  

 Second, table 2 shows that I_CRM, ITQual, SuS and Pref significantly correlate with 

A_CRM. Again, a regression analysis with method backwards is conducted. This analysis 

indicates that A_CRM is best explained by pref and ITQual [R² = .36]. It will not surprise that 

I_CRM is excluded, as its effect is mediated by pref. Accordingly, the best fitting model consists 
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of a direct effect from ITQual on A_CRM and an indirect effect from I_CRM on A_CRM through 

pref. In conclusion, the results of the post hoc analysis are shown in figure 3.  

Table 7 Results post hoc analyses for maximizing R² for intentions and actual knowledge sharing 

via CRM IT 

 Pooled data (N =72) Company A + B (N =47) Company C (N = 25) 

Predictor 

variable Β* 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² Β* 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² Β* 

t-value 

[Sig.]  R² 

Intentions           

SuS .42 3.90 [.00] .18 .24 1.71 [.10] .28 .42 2.24 [.04] .43 

EL    .38 2.64 [.01]  -.39 -2.17 [.04]  

ITQual       .41 2.17 [.04]  

Actual behaviour          

Pref    -.52 -4.30 [.00] .36    

ITQual    .31 2.55 [.01]     

* The presented values are standardized coefficients 

Table 8 Results post hoc analyses for maximizing R² for intentions and actual knowledge sharing 

via CRM IT 

Predictor variable 

Company A (N= 40) Company B + C (N = 32) 

Β* t-value [Sig.] R² Β* t-value [Sig.] R² 

Intentions to KS       

SuS .34 2.12 [.04] .30    

EL .31 2.03 [.05]     

ITQual    .44 2.67 [.01] .17 

* The presented values are standardized coefficients 
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Figure 3 Schematic overview of this research's main findings 
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Chapter 5 – Discussion 

Several interesting insights have resulted from the conducted analyses. As shown in figure 3, the 

main findings regard to KS via CRM IT, which is the main point of interest of this thesis. In short, 

it is found that IT quality relates to different factors before and after implementation. Before 

implementation, it is shown that IT quality affects the intention to KS via CRM IT. After the 

system is installed, the results reveal the finding that IT quality influences actual KS via CRM IT. 

Furthermore, this research finds that managers have a direct rather than an indirect influence on 

salespeople’s intentions to use CRM IT for KS. Finally, this research indicates that one’s 

preferences regarding the manner of KS mediate between his or her intention to use the system for 

KS and actually performing the behaviour.  

 Not shown in figure 3, but worth mentioning is that this research shows that salespeople’s 

intentions to share knowledge interpersonally are higher than their intentions to share knowledge 

via CRM IT. Accordingly, it can be concluded that only H3 and H6 are confirmed by this research. 

Besides, other than the expected relationships are found. Table 9 lists the confirmed hypotheses 

and those that are linked to the revealed alternative effects. The following paragraphs will discuss 

the significant relationships found by this research. Subsequently, the rejected hypotheses and 

implications for theory and practice will be discussed. Finally, the limitations and 

recommendations for further research will be given.   

5.1 Confirmed hypotheses and alternative effects 

To start, this research finds that IT quality could be a predictor of either the intention or actual KS 

via CRM IT. Moreover, it is indicated that the magnitude of the effect of IT quality on one’s 

intentions is stronger than the effect on actual KS via CRM IT. Contrary to companies A and B, it 

is not yet possible to share knowledge via CRM IT in company C. As such, it can be argued that 

people base their intentions on the expected quality of the new system that supports KS. However, 

people’s actual perception of CRM IT quality influences their factual usage of CRM to share 

knowledge. In addition, it appears that salespeople are more sensitive for expected improvements 

of a system that is yet to be implemented than for upgrades of a system that is already in use. These 

findings are in line with Speier and Venkatesh (2002) who suggest that people can form fair 

expectations, but cannot fully anticipate on how the system will change their job before they start 

actually using it.   
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Table 9 Overview of confirmed hypotheses and alternative effects found in this research. 

Proposed hypothesis Confirmed / alternate effect 

H3 Intention to interpersonal KS > Intention to 

KS via CRM IT 

Confirmed 

H4b Intentions to KS via CRM IT   Actual KS 

via CRM IT  

Not confirmed: effect mediated by 

interpersonal KS preferred  

H6 Interpersonal KS preferred  Actual KS 

via CRM IT 

Confirmed 

H7 Various moderating effect of empowering 

leadership 

Not confirmed: Empowering leadership  

intentions to KS via CRM IT 

H8 Various moderating effect of supervisory 

support 

Not confirmed: Supervisory support  

intentions to KS via CRM IT 

H1, H2, H4a, H5 Not confirmed 

Next, this research finds contradictory effects from EL to the intention to share knowledge via 

CRM IT within the different companies. This finding might regard to the fact that using CRM IT 

for KS is mandatory in companies A and B and not in company C. Zimmerman et al. (1995) explain 

that empowered people are aware of what is important within their context and that they behave 

accordingly. On the one hand, it could be argued that salespeople understand the importance of 

logging information in mandatory settings. Otherwise, they would not have been obliged to 

perform the behaviour.  On the other hand, the added value of sharing knowledge via CRM IT will 

be less clear when its use is voluntary. Subsequently, it can be reasoned that salespeople, who are 

evaluated on their sales results, will give higher priorities to other activities that immediately lead 

to increased performance. As a consequence, it can be concluded that EL negatively affects 

salespeople’s intentions in a voluntary setting, but positively influences salespeople’s usage 

behaviour when its use is obliged. 

 To highlight SuS, a direct and positive effect is found in case of pooled data, and companies 

A and C separately. Nevertheless, non-significant effects are indicated when combining company 

B with either company A or C. This might imply that the non-significant results are due to company 

B. However, it is not possible to test whether this is really the case. 

 When considering EL in all companies and SuS in companies A and C, direct rather than 

indirect relationships are found. The fact that no moderating effects are found is partly because 
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H1b, H2b, and H4a are not supported in this research. Nevertheless, it appears that managers do 

not influence how salespeople share knowledge, which they would be doing because of intrinsic 

motivation. Instead, managers effectively affect the intentions of their sales force to perform the 

preferred behaviours. This finding is similar to what is suggested by researchers as Avlonitis and 

Panagopoulos (2005). These authors conclude that SuS is directly related to technology adoption. 

Moreover, Venkatesh and Davis (2000) theorize that subjective norms (i.e. influence from 

important others) are directly related to people’s intentions to adopt technology in both voluntary 

and mandatory settings.  

The last significant effect to be discussed is regarding the factor interpersonal KS preferred, which 

mediates the relationships between intentions to and actually using CRM IT for KS. This mediating 

effect is plausible as people increasingly take practical constraints into account when considering 

intentions, preferences, and actual KS. This study revealed the remarkable finding that 

salesperson’s preference regarding the type of KS is only related to the extent to which knowledge 

is actually shared via CRM IT. This finding suggests two possibilities: (1) salespeople will always 

share knowledge interpersonally no matter how often they use CRM IT; (2) to make salespeople 

use CRM IT for KS, it is recommended to stimulate them to share knowledge via CRM IT first 

before continuing with other business.  

5.2 Rejected hypothesis 

To continue with the hypotheses that are not confirmed by this research, the results show that 

salespeople do not simply share knowledge out of free will. This finding is contrary to what is 

shown in prior research (Kankanhalli, Tan, & Wei, 2005; Lin C. , 2008). However, it confirms that 

salespeople are not likely to use CRM IT because of time issues or because they do not want to 

lose knowledge power (Honeycutt Jr., Thelen, Thelen, & Hodge, 2005). The participating sales 

managers add to this that their subordinates do not like to share knowledge via CRM IT, as it 

uncovers their bad sales cases. The managers argue that logging the bad cases will put the 

salespeople in vulnerable positions. Neither do their subordinates want to log good cases because 

this would be put the salesperson in the spotlights. Consequently, the sales managers conclude that 

only the real sales champions are willing to share knowledge, as these employees do not have 

many bad cases. Besides, these salespeople do not fear to show that bad cases because their results 

got them covered.  
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 Last, the hypothesized relationship between the intention and actual interpersonal KS is not 

confirmed. Researchers, such as Kuo et al. (2008), suggest that this actualization gap is due to 

unanticipated detrimental consequences, negative reactions from important others, 

underestimation of the behaviour’s difficulty, and the lack or resolve or willpower. However, the 

mean scores in table 2 indicate that current participants have high intentions and frequently share 

knowledge interpersonally as well. As such, the results of this research suggest that salespeople 

will share knowledge interpersonally no matter what their intentions are. This might be due to the 

increased possibilities to virtually attend meetings when being on the road (Moncrief & Marshall, 

2005). As such, it is easier to get salespeople together in meetings. Consequently, salespeople will 

always get into circumstances in which they will share their knowledge in an interpersonal manner.  

5.3 Implications for theory 

The findings discussed above are the result of the endeavour to answer the research question. At 

the same time, these results contribute to the current body of literature. Most importantly, this 

research extends KS literature by focussing on salespeople in specific and by investigating 

interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT simultaneously. In addition, this research contributes to the 

technology adoption and the leadership research areas. The paragraphs below will elaborate more 

thoroughly on the theoretical contributions of this study.  

 First, this research extends KS literature by focussing on salespeople. Previous studies 

regarding KS are conducted on company-wide populations (Witherspoon, Bergner, Cockrell, & 

Stone, 2013). Accordingly, the findings from these studies can be generalized for all employees 

within companies. However, this study shows that employees within a specific department might 

behave differently from others. Unlike what is indicated in previous literature (e.g. Kankanhalli, 

et al., 2005; Lin, 2007), this study suggests that salespeople do not intent to share knowledge out 

of intrinsic motivation.  

 A second contribution to the KS literature regards to the effort of this research to compare 

interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT. The results of this research confirm the finding from Bordia 

et al. (2006) that people tend to be more willing to share knowledge interpersonally than to transfer 

knowledge via CRM IT.  

 Third, this research shows that one’s preference regarding which type of KS to use is 

critical in predicting salespeople’s use of CRM IT for KS. To the knowledge of the researcher, this 

is the first time that the role of one’s preference has been examined.  
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 Fourth, this study joins the already extensive body of research that supports the importance 

of TAM. The current results confirm that the expectation of the effort needed to use CRM IT for 

a certain activity determines the individual’s intentions to perform the act (Venkatesh, Morris, & 

Davis, 2003). After implementation, however, this research supports the findings of researchers, 

such as Schillewaert et al (2005). They state that the perceived IT quality is critical for people’s 

decision to actually adopt the system.  

 Finally, the findings of this research have contributed to leadership literature. Previous 

studies suggest that EL is positively related to KS in general and technology adoption (Kuo, Lai, 

& Lee, 2011; Menguc, Auh, & Kim, Salespeople' s knowledge-sharing behaviors with coworkers 

outside the sales unit, 2011). However, the results of this research imply, for some part, the 

opposite. This contradicting result might be due to a different setting in which the research is 

conducted. One way or another, it provides food for thought regarding the effect of empowering 

leadership on behaviours such as KS and technology adoption.  

5.4 Implications for practice 

Besides the theoretical relevance, the results of this research contribute to practice as well. This 

study is commissioned by an IT consulting firm and conducted in participation with various sales 

organizations. Therefore, this section will first give light upon the main lesson learned from this 

research. Hereafter, the practical relevance from a consulting and managerial perspective will be 

explained. 

 The key learning of the research is that salespeople need to be actively stimulated to share 

knowledge via CRM IT. Unlike other employees, this research shows that salespeople are not 

intrinsically motivated to use CRM IT with the intention to share knowledge. Instead, it is essential 

to develop a CRM IT that is perceived to be easy-to-use and useful. Furthermore, managers play 

an important role in motivating their sales force to share knowledge via CRM IT. 

 From a consulting perspective, the outcomes of this research imply that it is essential to put 

extra focus on salespeople when implementing a new CRM IT. Primarily, attention should be paid 

to the perceived IT quality of the system before and after implementation. Possibilities to enhance 

people’s perceptions are by providing training before, during and after implementation, by 

allowing some end users to participate in the development of the system, or by providing 

technological support when the salespeople are experiencing drawbacks with using CRM IT 

(Sabherwal, Jeyaraj, & Chowa, 2006; Schillewaert, Ahearne, Frambach, & Moenaert, 2005). 
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Secondarily, it is recommended to gain the full support of the managers regarding the new CRM 

IT. The reason is that managers play a pivotal role in influencing salespeople’s KS behaviour, as 

explained in the next paragraph. So, it can be concluded that the success of CRM IT projects 

depends, amongst other things, on the delivered CRM IT quality and the team play between 

consultants and managers.  

 From a managerial point of view, the key learning of this research suggests that managers 

should truly believe in the added value of a well-used system. Furthermore, managers should 

understand how the CRM IT system is used properly. On the one hand, it is found in this research 

that EL will only increase salespeople’s willingness to share knowledge via CRM IT in mandatory 

settings. It is concluded in this research that obliging the use of CRM IT reflects that managers 

recognize the relevance of salespeople’s use of CRM IT for KS. As a consequence, it is argued 

that empowered salespeople will be more willing to perform the behaviour when they are imposed 

to do so. On the other hand, this research indicates that, in both a voluntary and mandatory setting, 

SuS relates positively to the intention to share knowledge via CRM IT. Accordingly, it is 

recommended to actively encourage and support salespeople with using CRM IT. Furthermore, 

managers need show that they really believe in the system.   

5.5 Limitations 

This study has the following limitations. First, the respondents have scored high on “enjoyment in 

helping”, “knowledge self-efficacy” and “intentions to interpersonal KS”, as indicated in table 2. 

Although Ryan and Deci (2000) suggest that using self-reports are the best way to measure 

intrinsic motivation, these high scores indicate that the respondents have provided social desirable 

answers. As such, this bias should be notified.  

 Second, this research is subject to common method bias, as no secondary data about KS 

via CRM IT has been obtained. Although, it seems that the respondents have responded fairly on 

this factor, as shown in table 2. Therefore, it could be argued that this research is not really biased 

on this point. Nevertheless, it could be interesting to conduct the same research with gaining real 

KS data from the CRM system.  

 Third, this study did not follow a longitudinal research design, as should have been done 

to find crossover effects. The reason why no longitudinal research has been conducted is due to 

practical issues. Salespeople share knowledge with one and other multiple times a day. As such, it 

would demand too much effort from the salesperson to log how and when each knowledge item 
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has been shared. However, it might still be interesting to conduct such a longitudinal study. An 

option would be to conduct an experiment in which people are only allowed to share knowledge 

interpersonally or via CRM IT. Afterwards, they will get the possibility to share their knowledge 

again with the use of the other communication method.  

 Last, the sample size forms a limitation of this research. The amount of 75 respondents is 

already quite low, according to Hair et al. (2009). Add to this that the data is collected from three 

companies, and it should be concluded that the sample size is very low when analysing the data of 

the companies separately. This limitation leaves the opportunity to start over this research and 

collect data from a larger sample population. 

5.6 Recommendations for further research 

Next to the recommended future research that could solve the limitations of the current study, three 

more recommendation follow from the obtained insights. First, it could be interesting to investigate 

whether salespeople do share knowledge via CRM IT when being extrinsically motivated. 

However, it should be taken into account that researchers, such as Wasko and Faraj (2005), have 

found that extrinsic motivation leads to a greater volume of knowledge being shared and not per 

se to more helpful knowledge. Besides, extrinsic motivators have a punitive character, which is 

not preferred (Bock, Zmud, Kim, & Lee, 2005). Accordingly, the research should be controlled 

for the value of the knowledge shared and people’s job satisfaction when investigating the effect 

of extrinsic motivators on one’s intentions to KS via CRM IT, as done by Wasko and Faraj (2005).  

 Second, it might be interesting to examine whether organizational commitment and job 

satisfaction motivate salespeople to share knowledge via CRM IT. These factors have been 

investigated in studies on organizational citizenship and customer-oriented boundary-spanning 

behaviours, which are related to KS (i.e. organizational citizenship behaviours and customer-

oriented boundary-spanning behaviours) (Bettencourt, Brown, & MacKenzie, 2005; Netemeyer, 

Boles, McKee, & McMurrian, 1997). The studies that investigate these behaviours indicate that 

organizational commitment and job satisfaction have a positive influence.  

 Last, it can be interesting to study the influence of gamification on salespeople’s KS 

behaviour. Gamification is defined as “an approach for encouraging user motivation, 

engagement, and enjoyment in non-gaming, computer-mediated environments” (Seaborn & Fels, 

2015). Gamification is gaining popularity among practitioners and academics. The commissioning 

company of this thesis, for example, uses the concept of gamification in various projects. Although 
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the potential of gamification is already shown in existing literature, Seaborn and Fels (2015) call 

for the exploration of a wider range of game elements across contexts, stronger experimental 

designs, and investigations of several trajectories.  
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Chapter 6 – Conclusion  

In conclusion, this study aims to identify factors that stimulate salespeople to share knowledge via 

CRM IT rather than interpersonally. For this reason, a survey study has been conducted, in which 

the influence of intrinsic motivation, IT quality and managers’ supportive activities and policies 

on salespeople’s KS behaviours is investigated. Additionally, this research has distinguished 

between interpersonal KS and KS via CRM IT.  

 The results show that salespeople will not share knowledge via CRM IT out of free will, 

but need to be stimulated. This means that companies need to make sure that salespeople have 

access to a CRM IT that is perceived to be useful and easy-to-use. Furthermore, managers can 

motivate salespeople by engaging in supportive leadership activities. Although, this research 

shows that empowering leadership will only lead to increased intentions, when it is performed in 

a mandatory usage setting. 
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Appendices 

A – Measures 

Item English statement Dutch statement French statement 

Knowledge self-efficacy Adapted from: Lin (2007) 

KSE1 I am confident in my 

ability to provide 

knowledge that others in 

my organization consider 

valuable. 

Ik ben ervan overtuigd dat 

ik "X" van kennis kan 

voorzien die mijn collega's 

waardevol vinden. 

J’ai l’expertise requise 

pour fournir des 

connaissances précieuses à 

mon entreprise. 

KSE2 I have the expertise 

required to provide 

valuable knowledge for 

my organization. 

Ik heb de benodigde 

vakbekwaamheid om mijn 

organisatie van waardevolle 

kennis te voorzien. 

Je suis confiant dans mes 

compétences à fournir des 

connaissances que mes 

collègues considéreront 

comme précieuses. 

KSE3 

[R] 

Most other employees 

can provide more 

valuable knowledge than 

I can. 

Mijn collega’s zijn beter in 

staat waardevolle 

informatie te delen dan ik 

Mes collègues peuvent 

fournir des connaissances 

plus précieuses que moi. 

KSE4 

[R] 

It does not really make 

any difference whether I 

share my knowledge with 

colleagues.  

Het maakt niet uit of ik 

mijn kennis met collega’s 

deel of niet 

Cela ne changera rien si je 

partage mes connaissances 

avec mes collègues. 

Enjoyment in helping Adapted from: Lin (2007) 

EIH1  Sharing my knowledge 

with colleagues is 

pleasurable. 

Delen van kennis met mijn 

collega’s is aangenaam 

Partager mes 

connaissances avec mes 

collègues est agréable 

EIH2  I enjoy helping 

colleagues by sharing my 

knowledge. 

Ik hou ervan om kennis te 

delen met mijn collega’s  

J’apprécie d’aider mes 

collègues en partageant 

mes connaissances. 
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EIH3 

[R] 

It does not feel good to 

help someone by sharing 

my knowledge. 

Het voelt niet goed om 

iemand te helpen door met 

diegene kennis te delen. 

Cela ne fait pas du bien 

d’aider quelqu’un en 

partageant ses 

connaissances. 

EIH4 

[R] 

I do not enjoy sharing my 

knowledge with 

colleagues 

Ik hou er niet van om 

collega’s te helpen door 

mijn kennis te delen.  

Je n’aime pas partager mes 

connaissances avec mes 

collègues 

Empowering leadership Adapted from: Menguc et al. (2013) 

EL1 My manager helps me to 

understand the 

importance of my work 

to the overall 

effectiveness of the 

company. 

Mijn manager laat mij 

inzien hoe belangrijk mijn 

werk is ten opzichte van de 

algehele effectiviteit van het 

bedrijf. 

Mon manager me montre à 

quel point mon travail est 

important pour l’efficacité 

global de l’entreprise. 

EL2 

 

My manager helps me to 

understand how my job 

fits into the bigger 

picture.  

Door toedoen van mijn 

manager realiseer ik mij 

hoe mijn werk past binnen 

het algehele plaatje van het 

bedrijf.  

Grâce à mon manager, je 

comprends en quoi mon 

travail s’inscrit dans le 

plan d’ensemble de 

l’entreprise.  

EL3 My manager helps me to 

understand how my 

objectives and goals 

relate to that of the 

company.  

Mijn manager laat mij 

inzien hoe mijn targets en 

doelstellingen relateren aan 

die van het bedrijf.  

Mon manager me montre 

comment mes indicateurs 

de performance sont liés 

aux objectifs de 

l’entreprise. 

EL4 

[R] 

My manager provides 

many opportunities for 

me to express my 

opinions.  

Ik krijg van mijn manager 

niet de mogelijkheid om 

mijn mening te uiten. 

Mon manager ne m’offre 

pas la possibilité 

d’exprimer mes opinions.  
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EL5 My manager often 

consults me on strategic 

decisions.  

Ik word vaak door mijn 

manager geraadpleegd voor 

het maken van strategische 

beslissingen. 

Mon manager me consulte 

souvent pour les décisions 

stratégiques. 

EL6 My manager makes 

many decisions together 

with me.  

Mijn manager maakt vele 

beslissingen in samenspraak 

met mij. 

Mon manager m’implique 

souvent dans la prise de 

décisions. 

EL7 My manager always 

shows confidence in my 

ability to do a good job.  

Mijn manager laat altijd 

zien overtuigd te zijn van 

mijn vakbekwaamheid.  

Mon manager a confiance 

en mes capacités à faire un 

bon travail. 

EL8 

[R] 

My manager believes 

that I can handle 

demanding tasks. 

Mijn manager gelooft niet 

dat ik veeleisende 

opdrachten aankan. 

Mon manager ne croit pas 

que je sois capable 

d’exécuter des tâches 

exigeantes. 

EL9 My manager believes in 

my abilities to improve 

even when I make 

mistakes.  

Ook al maak ik fouten, mijn 

manager gelooft in mijn 

capaciteiten om mezelf te 

verbeteren.  

Bien que je fasse des 

erreurs, mon manager croit 

en mes capacités 

d’amélioration.  

EL10 My manager makes it 

more efficient for me to 

do my job by keeping the 

rules and regulations 

simple.  

Door de regels simpel te 

houden, zorgt mijn manager 

ervoor dat ik mijn werk 

efficiënt kan uitvoeren 

En gardant le cadre 

réglementaire simple, mon 

manager me permet de 

travailler efficacement. 

EL11 My manager allows me 

to do my job my way.  

Ik mag van mijn manager 

zelf bepalen hoe ik mijn 

werk uitvoer. 

Mon manager me permet 

de travailler comme je 

l’entend.  
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EL12 

[R] 

My manager allows me 

to make important 

decisions quickly to 

satisfy customer needs.  

Mijn manager geeft mij niet 

de ruimte om belangrijke 

beslissingen snel te nemen 

zodat ik de klant tevreden 

kan stellen. 

Mon manager ne me 

permet pas de prendre des 

décisions importantes 

rapidement dans le but de 

Satisfaire les besoins des 

clients. 

Supervisory support Adapted from: Schillewaert et al. (2005) 

SuS1 I am continuously 

encouraged by my 

immediate supervisor to 

use our IT system in my 

job. 

Ik word continue door mijn 

manager aangemoedigd om 

CRM IT tijdens mijn werk 

te gebruiken. 

Mon manager 

m’encourage tout le temps 

à utiliser les CRM IT dans 

mon travail. 

SuS2 My immediate supervisor 

explicitly supports my 

use of our IT system.  

Mijn manager helpt mij 

nadrukkelijk bij het gebruik 

van CRM IT.  

Mon manager encourage 

expressément l’utilisation 

des CRM IT. 

SuS3 My immediate supervisor 

truly believes in the 

benefits of our IT system.  

Mijn manager gelooft 

daadwerkelijk in de 

voordelen van CRM IT.  

Mon manager croit 

sincèrement aux avantages 

des CRM IT. 

Intentions to interpersonal knowledge sharing Adapted from: Chennamaneni (2012) & 

Kuo & Young (2008) 

I_ 

Inter1 

If given the opportunity, 

I would share business 

knowledge about 

customers, products, 

suppliers and 

competitors. 

Ik heb de intentie om 

zakelijke kennis over 

klanten, producten, 

leveranciers en 

concurrenten via 

persoonlijk contact te delen 

met mijn collega’s. 

J’ai l’intention de partager 

mes connaissances 

commerciales à propos des 

clients, des produits, des 

fournisseurs et des 

concurrents de façon 

interpersonnelle avec mes 

collègues. 
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I_ 

Inter2 

If given the opportunity, 

I would share work 

experiences with my co-

workers.  

Ik heb de intentie om mijn 

werkervaringen via 

persoonlijk contact te delen 

met mijn collega’s. 

J’ai l’intention de partager 

mes expériences de travail 

de façon interpersonnelle 

avec mes collègues. 

I_ 

Inter3 

If given the opportunity, 

I would share know-how 

or tricks of the trade from 

work with my co-

workers.  

Wanneer mogelijk zal ik 

mijn kennis betreft de 

verkoop/verkoopprocessen 

met mijn collega’s delen via 

persoonlijk contact.  

Si l’occasion se présente, 

je partagerai mes 

connaissances de vente/des 

processus de ventes de 

façon interpersonnelle avec 

mes collègues. 

I_ 

Inter4 

If given the opportunity, 

I would share know-why 

knowledge from work 

with my co-workers. 

Ik probeer, via persoonlijk 

contact, met mijn collega’s 

te delen waarom zaken gaan 

zoals ze gaan.  

J’essayerai de partager de 

façon interpersonnelle avec 

mes collègues pourquoi je 

gère mes activités 

habituelles de cette 

manière.  

Intentions to knowledge sharing via CRM IT Adapted from: Chennamaneni (2012); 

Kuo & Young (2008) 

I_ 

CRM1 

If given the opportunity, 

I would share business 

knowledge about 

customers, products, 

suppliers and 

competitors. 

Wanneer mogelijk, zal ik 

kennis over klanten, 

producten, leveranciers en 

concurrenten met mijn 

collega’s delen via CRM 

IT. 

Si l’occasion se présente, 

je partagerai mes 

connaissances à propos des 

clients, des produits, des 

fournisseurs et des 

concurrents avec mes 

collègues par l’utilisation 

de systèmes d’information. 
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I_ 

CRM2 

If given the opportunity, 

I would share work 

experiences with my co-

workers.  

Ik probeer mijn 

werkervaringen met mijn 

collega’s te delen via CRM 

IT. 

J’essayerai de partager mes 

expériences de travail avec 

mes collègues par 

l’utilisation de systèmes 

d’information. 

I_ 

CRM3 

If given the opportunity, 

I would share know-how 

or tricks of the trade from 

work with my co-

workers.  

Ik heb de intentie om kennis 

betreft de 

verkoop/verkoopprocessen 

via CRM IT te delen met 

mijn collega’s. 

J’ai l’intention de partager 

mes connaissances de 

vente/des processus de 

ventes avec mes collègues 

par l’utilisation de 

systèmes d’information. 

I_ 

CRM4 

If given the opportunity, 

I would share know-why 

knowledge from work 

with my co-workers. 

Wanneer mogelijk, zal ik, 

via CRM IT, met mijn 

collega’s delen waarom 

zaken gaan zoals ze gaan.  

J’essayerai de partager 

avec mes collègues, par 

l’utilisation de systèmes 

d’information, pourquoi je 

gère mes activités 

habituelles de cette 

manière. 

Actual interpersonal knowledge sharing Adapted from: Chennamaneni (2012) 

A_ 

Inter1 

I shared business 

knowledge about the 

customers, products, 

suppliers and competitors 

with my co-workers.  

Ik heb kennis over klanten, 

producten, leveranciers en 

concurrenten via 

persoonlijk contact gedeeld 

met mijn collega’s.  

J’ai partagé mes 

connaissances à propos des 

clients, des produits, des 

fournisseurs et des 

concurrents de façon 

interpersonnelle avec mes 

collègues 

A_ 

Inter2 

I shared work 

experiences with my co-

workers. 

Ik heb mijn werkervaringen 

met mijn collega’s gedeeld 

via persoonlijk contact.  

J’ai partagé mes 

expériences de travail de 

façon interpersonnelle avec 

mes collègues 
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A_ 

Inter3 

I shared know-how or 

tricks of the trade from 

work with my co-

workers.  

Ik heb kennis betreft de 

verkoop/verkoopprocessen 

met mijn collega’s gedeeld 

via persoonlijk contact.  

J’ai partagé mes 

connaissances de vente/des 

processus de ventes de 

façon interpersonnelle avec 

mes collègues 

A_ 

Inter4 

I shared know-why 

knowledge from work 

with my co-workers.  

Ik heb, via persoonlijk 

contact, met collega’s 

gedeeld waarom zaken gaan 

zoals ze gaan.  

J’ai partagé de façon 

interpersonnelle avec mes 

collègues pourquoi je gère 

mes activités habituelles de 

cette manière. 

Actual knowledge sharing via CRM IT Adapted from: Chennamaneni (2012) 

A_ 

CRM1 

I shared business 

knowledge about the 

customers, products, 

suppliers and competitors 

with my co-workers.  

Ik heb zakelijke kennis over 

klanten, producten, 

leveranciers en 

concurrenten met mijn 

collega’s gedeeld via CRM 

IT. 

J’ai partagé mes 

connaissances à propos des 

clients, des produits, des 

fournisseurs et des 

concurrents avec mes 

collègues par l’utilisation 

de systèmes d’information. 

A_ 

CRM2 

I shared work 

experiences with my co-

workers. 

Ik heb mijn werkervaringen 

via CRM IT gedeeld met 

mijn collega’s. 

J’ai partagé mes 

expériences de travail avec 

mes collègues par 

l’utilisation de systèmes 

d’information. 

A_ 

CRM3 

I shared know-how or 

tricks of the trade from 

work with my co-

workers.  

Ik heb kennis betreft de 

verkoop/verkoopprocessen 

via CRM IT gedeeld met 

mijn collega’s.  

J’ai partagé mes 

connaissances de vente/des 

processus de ventes avec 

mes collègues par 

l’utilisation de systèmes 

d’information. 
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A_ 

CRM4 

I shared know-why 

knowledge from work 

with my co-workers.  

Ik heb, via CRM IT, met 

mijn collega’s gedeeld 

waarom zaken gaan zoals 

ze gaan 

J’ai partagé avec mes 

collègues, par l’utilisation 

de systèmes d’information, 

pourquoi je gère mes 

activités habituelles de 

cette manière. 

Preferences  Newly developed 

Pref1 Generally, how do you 

share knowledge first? 

Hoe deelt u over het 

algemeen als eerst uw 

kennis? 

Généralement, lorsque 

vous partagez vos 

connaissances, vous le 

faites d’abord de façon 

interpersonnelle ou 

d’abord par l’utilisation 

des CRM IT? 

Pref2 What type of knowledge 

sharing do you prefer? 

Interpersonal knowledge 

sharing or knowledge 

sharing via CRM IT? 

Welke vorm van kennis 

delen heeft uw voorkeur? 

Quel type de partage de 

connaissances préférez-

vous ? Le partage 

interpersonnel de 

connaissances ou 

l’utilisation des CRM IT? 

Controls Adapted from: Venkatesh & Davis (2000) 

PEOU1 I find the system easy to 

use. 

Ik vind CRM IT 

gemakkelijk te gebruiken. 

Je trouve que les CRM IT 

sont faciles à utiliser. 

PEOU2 I find it easy to get the 

system to do what I want 

it to do. 

Naar mijn mening is het 

makkelijk om CRM IT te 

laten doen wat ik wil. 

Je trouve qu’il est facile de 

faire en sorte que les CRM 

IT fassent ce que je veux. 

PU1 I find the system to be 

useful in my job.  

Ik vind CRM IT binnen 

JDE bruikbaar voor mijn 

werk. 

Je trouve que l'utilisation 

des CRM IT sont utiles à 

mon travail. 
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PU2 Using the IT-system 

improves my 

performance in my job.  

CRM IT binnen JDE 

verbetert mijn prestaties 

tijdens het werk. 

Les CRM IT augmentent 

mon rendement au travail. 

Valid  

 Did you understand all 

instructions and 

statements in this survey? 

Waren de instructies en 

stellingen in deze 

vragenlijst duidelijk? 

Avez-vous compris toutes 

les instructions et 

propositions de ce 

sondage? 
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B – Notifications 

1  Pre notification  

Dear, <name contact person>, 

You receive this e-mail because you are part of the team of mister <name team lead>. I am 

currently graduating from my Masters’ degree at the Technical University of Eindhoven. The final 

research, I will conduct, investigates the behaviour of salespeople regarding knowledge sharing. 

Salespeople contain very valuable and specific knowledge about customers. In order to make better 

use of this knowledge, companies need to ensure that this knowledge is disseminated in- and 

outside the sales department. I am therefore interested in the motivation of people to share 

knowledge with the rest of the organisation.  

As part of this graduation study, I need to collect data via a survey. For that reason, I would like 

to ask you to participate in my research by answering my survey.  

Next week, you will receive an e-mail in which I would like to invite you to fill out my survey. 

You have the possibility to answer this survey via your computer of phone. The expected 

completion time is 15 to 20 minutes. Of course, confidentiality of your answers is assured. 

In order to thank you for taking the time for me, I will donate €100, -- to a charity fund, if everyone 

answers the survey. For this reason, you will get the opportunity, at the end of the survey, to choose 

your preferred charity fund out of a selection of 4.  

Kind regards,  

Niek van Beurden 
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2  Invitation 

Dear  <name contact person>, 

As announced last week, I would like to invite you to fill out my survey, which is part of graduation 

research. During this study, I will investigate the behaviours of salespeople regarding knowledge 

sharing. As you know, salespeople contain valuable and specific knowledge about customers. If 

everyone shares this knowledge, both the salespeople and the rest of the organization will benefit. 

For that reason, I got interested in the motivation of salespeople to share knowledge with other 

employees in- and outside the sales unit 

The survey contains 53 statements; of which I would like you to indicate to what extent you agree 

with the specific statement. Note that there is no right or wrong in answering these statements. The 

expected completion time of the survey is 15 to 20 minutes. Of course, your answers to the survey 

will be confidential. The link underneath will direct you to the survey.  

<link containing the directory to the survey> 

I sincerely hope that u have the time to fill out the survey. In order to thank you for taking the time, 

I will donate €100, -- to a charity fund, in case everyone answers the survey. At the end of the 

survey, you will get the opportunity to choose your preferred fund out of a selection of four.  

Kind regards, 

Niek van Beurden  
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3  Reminder 

Dear <name contact person>, 

Last week, I have sent you an invitation to fill out my survey. According to my administration, 

you have not yet answered the survey. Therefore, I would like to ask you again to take part in my 

research. The link underneath will direct you to the survey.  

<link containing the directory to the survey> 

You would help me a lot in my process to finish my Masters’ degree. Your opinion regarding 

knowledge sharing is very valuable to me.  

I would like to remind you that filling out the survey will take between 15 to 20 minutes. Besides, 

your answers to the survey will be confidentially used.  

Kind regards,  

Niek van Beurden 

4  Thank you 

Dear <name contact person>,  

Thanks a lot for having the time to fill out the survey! Because of you, I got closer to graduating 

from my Masters’ degree. Moreover, as promised, one of the charity funds got closer to receiving 

€100, --. After completing the study, I will notify you on which fund has been chosen. Once again, 

thanks a lot! 

Kind regards,   

Niek van Beurden 
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C – Exploratory factor analysis 

 

Factor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

PU1 .88         

PEOU1 .87         

PU2 .83         

PEOU2 .80         

EL_HP1  .75        

EL_HP2  .73        

EL_PA2  .66       .50 

EL_HP3  .60        

EL_DM2  .60      .47  

EL_DM3  .59        

EL_EM1  .52     .51   

EL_PA1  .50        

EL_EM2   .90    .75   

EL_EM3  .44 .82    .52   

I_CRM2   .90       

I_CRM4   .82       

I_CRM1   .81       

I_CRM3   .80       

Pref1   -.55       

Pref2   -.51       

A_Inter2    .91      

A_Inter1    .88      

A_Inter3    .84      

A_Inter4    .78      

I_Inter2     .75     

I_Inter4     .73     

I_Inter3     .71     

I_Inter1     .63     

EIH4      .84    

EIH3      .70    

EIH2      .64    

EIH1      .64    

KSE2        .66  

KSE1        .55  

SuS1         .60 

SuS2 .59         

SuS3          

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.  

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.a 

a. Rotation converged in 16 iterations. 
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D – Not reported results regression analyses 

Results regression analyses on intentions to knowledge sharing via CRM IT 

 Company A (N = 40) Company C (N =25) Company A + C (N = 65) 

Predictor 

variable βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.]  R² 

KSE .15 .89 [.38] .08 -.14 -.59 [.56] .07 .08 .59 [.56] .01 

EIH .18 1.02 [.32]  -.18 -.77 [.45]  .04 .27 [.79]  

 

Results regression analyses on intentions to interpersonal knowledge sharing  

 Company A (N = 40) Company C (N =25) Company A + C (N = 65) 

Predictor 

variable βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.]  R² 

KSE .01 .08 [.93] .12 .15 .65 [.52] .06 .07 .49 [.62] .09 

EIH .34 2.04 [.05]  .13 .54 [.60]  .27 2.02 [.05]  

 

Results regression analyses on actual interpersonal knowledge sharing 

 Company A (N= 40) Company B + C (N = 32) 

Predictor variable βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² βᵃ 

t-value 

[Sig.] R² 

EL * I_Inter  .26 1.74 [.09] .18 .12 .51 [.61] .06 
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